Determination of the region of rDNA involved in polytenization in salivary glands of Drosophila hydei.
During the formation of polytene chromosomes in salivary glands of Drosophila hydei, the genes for ribosomal RNA (rDNA) are underreplicated relative to the rest of the genome. We have measured the number of rRNA genes with and without intervening sequences (ivs+ and ivs- genes) in polytene chromosomes of different genotypes. In the group of genotypes having a large number of ivs- rRNA genes polytenization only occurs within the cluster of ivs- genes. In each of these genotypes rDNA polytenization reaches a constant level of 150 ivs- genes per two chromatid sets (2C); X/X constitutions having two nucleolus organizers (NOs) in the diploid set polytenize the same amount of rDNA as X/O constitutions. In the group of genotypes with small ivs- gene numbers, the rDNA region involved in polytenization is longer and has an average length of 1,700 kb per NO, which is constant in these genotypes. Polytenization of rDNA is extended into the cluster of ivs+ genes, in spite of the fact that these genes appear to be nonfunctional. The smaller the number of ivs- genes, the greater the number of ivs+ genes that are polytenized in the NO. In these genotypes, X/X females replicate twice as much rDNA as X/O males, suggesting that both NOs of the diploid set are polytenized. A comparison of the pattern of spacer length heterogeneity in hybrids between different stocks also demonstrates that both NOs are replicated during polytenization.